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Chinese characters are present in ID cards used in many 
Asian countries, as shown by these example cards. This 
talk highlights the difficulties encountered in printing 
Chinese characters on plastic cards, including drivers 
licenses, IDs, and credit cards. The difficulty in 
reproducing Chinese characters is due to the complexity 
of the characters. Chinese characters have up to 29 
strokes compared to a maximum of four for Latin 
characters. 

The test card included various line features designed to 
reproduce the line spacing in Chinese characters as well 
as a slanted edge for MTF measurements. The test card 
included a representative Chinese font in two to ten 
point sizes. Test cards were developed for white on 
black text, as well as white on black text, since the 
quality of text reproduction depended on the color of 
the text as well as the color of the background.  

Unfortunately closely spaced lines and MTF 
measurements proved unable to adequately simulate 
the ability of a card printing system to reproduce 
Chinese text. Certain printing systems were able to 
reproduce closely spaced lines but proved unable to 
reproduce Chinese text; consequently we selected a 
representative Chinese character for further analysis. 
The character that was selected for further analysis was 
relatively complex, with 19 strokes of different widths, 
including horizontal, vertical, and angled lines. 
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Card printing systems generally use thermal dye sub and 
resin transfer processes, with either direct-to-card or 
retransfer printing. Direct-to-card printing uses a 
specially designed printhead to print directly to the card, 
while retransfer uses an intermediate transfer ribbon. 
Retransfer printing facilitates edge-to-edge printing and 
in preferred with technology cards that may not be 
completely flat. Card printing systems combine dye sub 
and resin transfer processes to allow the printing of high 
quality photographs along with high-contrast text and 
bar codes.  

Resolution is critical when reproducing Chinese 
characters. At low resolution, the digital file simply does 
not contain enough information to reproduce complex 
Chinese characters. For example, four point text that is 
illegible at 300 dpi is quite legible at 1200 dpi. 

For security applications, small text is an advantage since 
it is difficult to reproduce. In fact, 1200 dpi inkjet is able 
to reproduce 3 point Chinese text, while 300 dpi thermal 
systems are limited to 8 point text. 

Reversed text presents additional challenges. In this 
case, dot gain significantly reduces image quality for 
some printing systems. Reverse text with 300 dpi direct-
to-card thermal is essentially illegible. For standard 
black on white text, some dot gain actually enhances 
image quality. Laser engraving is a direct-to-card writing 
system that involves no additional inks. Laser engraving 
burns the text into the card, preventing any alterations. 
Laser engraved and inkjet cards had excellent image 
quality for standard and reversed text. 
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Resolution is inversely related to the ability of a card 
printing system to reproduce a specific font size. This 
relationship is not surprising since accurate reproduction 
depends on the number of pixels in a given area.  

Measurements of character area show that high quality 
text generally has lower dot gain. Standard black on 
white text remains legible with up to 70% increase in 
area, while white on black text only tolerates a 30% 
decrease in area.  

The specific software package used for printing affects 
text quality, with software that maintain black text 
showing significantly higher quality than software that 
introduces composite color. For this study, Adobe 
Acrobat was used for card printing, except when 
specialized software was required for the laser engraver. 

Composite color also introduces potential registration 
problems that reduce text quality.   

Sample Chinese characters are the most effective way to 
evaluate text quality – the key to high quality Chinese 
text is high contrast and high resolution. When these 
factors are combined the reproduction of even very 
small Chinese characters is possible.  


